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Let J consist of all endomorphisms I,I of S = k[x, ,..., x, ] whose Jacobian deter- 
minant. det(&&J/&,), is a non-zero constant. Le: G be the group of tame 
automorphisms of S. In this paper we prove that G is dense in .I in the “formal 
power series topology.” In particular. every automorphism of S is a limit of tame 
automorphisms. We also demonstrate that certain subquotients of G have a natura! 
Lie algebra structure. 
Let N > 2 be a fixed positive integer. Let k be any fie!d of characteristic 
zero and let S= k(x,,...,~,~\. Let R = End(S) be the set of ai8 
endomorphisms of S which leave k fixed. Any fE R is completely deter-- 
mined by f(.~~), 1 < i < N. By identifying f with (f(x,),..,,f(x,)), we ma) 
view R as consisting of all N-vectors with components in S. R has a ring 
structure given by componentwise addition and multiplication. 
Take each .yi to have degree one. Let P, be the k-vector space of all N- 
vectors whose components are homogeneous n th degree polynomials in 
(x~~...,x~~}. We may write any fE R as the sum of its homogeneous parts: 
s= CL&, 3 where An, E P,. The height of f is defined by ht(f) = 
inf{n &,,, f 0); ht(0) = 03. Let R, denote Iff? R / ht(f) > O}. R, is also thd 
kernel of the augmentation E,,: R --f k” given by E&-) =f(O). Note that 
ht( f) > rz iff f= 0 (mod Rl). 
Let G be the group of all tame automorphisms of S. G is generated by the 
invertible affine automorphisms, L=(fERlf,,,==O for n> 1 and f-’ 
exists 1 and by (fERlf(x,)=x,+g(~ 2,s.~T xiv), f(xJ = xi for i > 1 \- 
Although we view G as a subset of R, the group operation on G, which i.s 
function composition, bears little connection with the commutative 
multiplication in R. When f, g E I?, dwill denote the composition g o fand 
g . f will denote the product in R. For scalar or matrix quantities, however, 
juxtaposition will denote multiplication. 
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R is given the R,-adic topology. We could also define a metric on R by 
d(f, g) = exp(-ht(f- g)), which would induce the same topology. We call 
this the “formal power series topology.” R has this topology when it is 
viewed as a subset of its R,-adic completion, which is isomorphic to 
(k [ [x1 3..., x~,,]])~. f, + f in R iff htu;, -f) + co iff for every m there is an it,, 
such that f, = f (mod Rr) for all n > ‘2,. G, L, and other subsets of R are 
given the subspace topology. 
Henceforth, for any N-vector quantity, a subscript of i will designate the 
ith component. For f E R, fi denotes f (xi). In keeping with this, we let x be 
the vector (x, ,..., x,,,). {ei)rCiCN are the standard basis vectors of k”. Let id 
be the identity of G, id(x) =x. 
Lastly, for f E R, let f’ denote the Jacobian off, the N by N matrix 
(?&/ax,). (If k is not IFi or C? al&j still denotes the unique derivation 
satisfying axi/8xj = 6, and a(constant)/8xj = 0.) If S = k[x, ,..., x,] is also 
given the formal power series topology, the function D: R --) S given by 
D(w) = det(y/‘) is continuous. 
STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We are ready to state the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let J= (~/ERID(II/) is a non-zero constant}. Then J is 
closed and G is dense in J. 
In fact, we will prove a much stronger result. For v E R, define the rank 
of v/ by rk(ly) = ht(yl- id) - 1. An automorphism of rank n agrees with the 
identity in degrees <n. Let R, = (v E R,]rk(ly) > n}; this agrees with the old 
R, for II = 0. Each R, is closed under composition. Let G, = G ~7 R, and 
J, = Jn R, for IZ > 0. Each G, is a subgroup of G, and D(v) = 1 for w E J,, 
if n > 1. It is well known that G &J, hence G, c J,,. 
Let B c G, be the subgroup generated by L, = L f7 R, and MI, where 
u@) =x f x:e,. Let A be the subgroup B C’I G, and let A, be the n th term 
in the lower central series for A, starting with A, = A. Then we will prove 
THEOREM 2. /i, = J,, for n > 1, where x,, is the closure of A,, . 
Let us first see how our main theorem will be a corollary of this result. 
Proof of Theorem 1 from Theorem 2. k* = k - {O) is a closed subset of 
S = k[x, ,..., x,] in the formal power series topology. Since D is continuous, 
J = D-‘(k”) is also closed. 
Let I,V E J and let n > 0 be arbitrary. We wish to find BE G such that 
ht(v - 8) > n. v may be written uniquely as rp, where r is a translation and 
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p E J, with D@) = D(v) = c E k”. ptlj is invertible because D(‘pCi,) = c; let 
c =pp,:. Then rk(a) > 1, so by Theorem 2. we may choose @J E A, E G’ 
with ht(# - a) > IZ. Let 0 = s&~,,. Ht(B - w) = ht(#p(,, -P> = ht($ -- u) >, a, 
as desired. 
The last equality is a special case of the following lemma, of which we 
will make frequent use. 
LEMMA 1. 1f ht(v - d) > n, then ht(@ - 40) > n for ay 0 E R,. 
Proof. This is clear since (I@ - #?)(x) = (w - @)(0(x)) is a sum of terms 
of degree n and higher only. 
We postpone the proof of Theorem 2 until after we have developed some 
more theory. 
THE STRUCTURE OF GJG,,, 
We prove next a series of lemmas concerning the behavior of functions of 
rank n under composition. Recall that ii/E: R,-,. rk(yj> a - I, 
v E id(mod R:), and I,V s id -t v(,,(mod Ii;“) are all equivalent for n > I. 
LEMMA 2. Let m > 2, n > 2. If rkjfj > 1, rk( g) > m - 1, md ht(h) > n, 
then 
td(f+ hj = gf+ h + &htn, (mod Rf+“) il) 
Mff hj = kf+ h (mod Rb”+“-‘). (2) 
Proof. The ith component of (g)(f+ h) may be written as the sum of a 
series (a finite series because g is a polynomial): 
!(g)(f(.“) + h(s)))i 
Since ht(h) > n andfE R,, thejth term of this series has height > 172 -j + nj 
forj>2. Forj>2 and n>2, m-j+,j=m+n+(n--1)(J’-l)-!~ 
m i- n. It follows that 
(g)tf+ h)(x) = a-(-~)) + g’tf(x)) 0) (mod Rr+“) 
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Because rk(g) > m - 1 and ht(h) > n, 
g’df(x)) h(x) = Sin (h,,,(.r) + r;n &,,(f(x)) M-4). 
The term g;,,(f(x)j ho)(x) has height > t - 1 + s, which is smaller than 
m + IZ only when t = m and s = n. Hence 
g’(f@)) N-y) s x h,,,@) +‘&*,(fW &l,(x) s>tl 
= 4-x) + &$&9 h,,,(x) (mod Ry+n). 
Plugging this into (3) gives the desired result (1 j. Equation (2) then follows 
from (1) by observing that gl,,hfnj has degree m + n - 1. 
LEMMA 3. (a) Ifrk(tpj > n - 1 2 1 and rk(@) > m - 1 > 1, then 
$y- @=:+$-id (mod R;+“‘-r). 
(b) [f 1 E G, and y 3 4 (mod RI), then 
#-‘yl=t&‘=~--#fid (modRI:+‘). 
Proof: (a) Apply Lemma 2 with g= $, f = id, and h = w-id. Then 
&=g+h=$+II/-id(modR :“-- ‘). A symmetrical argument works for 
w6 
(b) By Lemma 1, v = 4 (mod R,“) yields I,@ -I _= id (mod R,“). By part 
(a) we get w = (y$-‘) (b 3 I+$’ + 4 - id (mod R:+‘). Solve this for I&-‘. 
For #-‘w, let g=#-‘, f=q& and h=v-$ in Lemma2. We get @-‘t,u= 
~-‘(~+(U/--))E~-i~t(I//--~=id+~---(modR~t’). 
LEMMA 4. Suppose I+V E G,, , 4 E G, for m > 1, ft 2 1, and let 
@=w-‘#-‘Y~. Thene~G,,.and8,,,.+,,=y/;,.,,~,,,+,,-9;,+,,W,,,,,. 
ProoJ Let u=v/~~+~), P=&+,,. Setting g = y, f = id, and h = w - id 
in lemma 2 gives I& = w + q - id + a’/? (mod Rr+“+‘). Switching v and # 
gives &I 3 w + QI - id + p’cr (mod R rtn+*). By Lemma 3(b) we obtain 8= 
(gl~)-‘(~~)rid+u’F-P’a(modR,m’“‘* ), which is equivalent to the 
desired result. 
This lemma shows that there is a strong connection between the lower 
central series for G, and the groups G, = Gr n R,. We are particularly 
interested in this connection for the subgroup A z G, . Recall that -4, is 
defined to be the n th term in the lower central series for A, i.e., A, = A and 
A, = !+,A,-,}. 
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LEMMAS. A,c_G, for n&l. 
Proof. By induction on n. f E A = A, implies f E G,. A,, is generated by 
if-‘g-tfglf~AgEA.-,)c (f-‘g~LfglfEG,,gEGn~~,ICG,,. 
Since G, C J,, one corollary of Lemma 5 is that A,, G J,. This is a step 
toward our goal (Theorem 2) of showing that LTn = J,. 
LEMMA 6. Let f E G,, n > 1, and -let c E k. There exists g E G, such that 
go,+ 1) = 4,+l,* 
Prooj Let K= (cE klV’EG,,ggE G,, such that gC,,+,,=c&,+,)}. 
Taking g = id gives 0 E K. If g, h E G, and gt,z+ i) = cfCn+ r) and h,,, 1, = 
dfbl+ iI1 thenbyLemma3(b), (gh-1)cn+,,=(c-d)ft,+,,5 soKisan abelian 
subgroup of k. K is closed under multiplication and 1 E K, so K is a subring 
of k and Z C_ K. If 1, denotes multiplication by c (i.e., &(x) = CX), then 
x,-,fn,EG,L for fEG,. (jLc-LflZc)(n+I,=cnfin+,,, so K contains all nth 
powers of elements of k. Since char(k) = 0, Q c k, so for any rational r/s, 
r/s = (rs”-‘)(s-l)” E K, i.e., Q s K. Finally, note that any c E k may be 
written as a linear combination of cn, (c + l)“,..., (c + n)” with rational coef- 
ficients, hence K = k. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let H,= {fCn+,) 1 f E G,, 1. Then H, is a k-module and is 
isomorphic as an abelian group to GJG, + , . 
ProoJ By Lemma 4, G,, i contains all commutators of elements of G,, 
so GnIG, + 1 is abelian. By lemma 3(b) it is clear that the correspondence 
@: G,IG,+,-tH,, given by @<.?I =A,, + ,) 3 is well-defined, one-to-one, and 
onto. Also by Lemma 3, Qi is an isomorphism of abelian groups. By 
Lemma 6, H, is closed under scalar multiplication and it is trivial to check 
the axioms for a vector space. Indeed, H, is a submodule of P, f i . 
Lemma 4 suggests that a much stronger structure exists on the {H,,}. A 
connected graded Lie algebra ozter k is a collection F = (F, I,,>, of k- 
modules, together with a bilinear operation [, 1: F, @!k F,! + F,,, which 
satisfies the Jacobi identities: 
Kg1 = - [g,f 1, 
I[.Lgl, hl + [[ g, hl,f I + ![h,f 1, sl = 0.- 
(4) 
(5) 
PROPOSITION 2. For a E H,, /I E H,, define [a, ,6] = a’p - P’a. Then [ , j 
makes H= (H,,\,al into a connected graded Lie algebra oLjer k. 
ProoJ [, ] is bilinear, the dimensions work, and (4) holds. TO check (5), 
let aEH,,/?EH,, yEH,,. Observe that (a’P)‘~=a”~,;!)+or’P’~. where 
U”i(j, 3’)i = ~~= 1 ~‘I;= I (a’ffi/~Xx,~X!u,) p,yl= u”(.y, p)i* Hence a”@, 1’) = 
u”(v,p). Likewise for (p’~~)’ a, etc. With this simplifying tool we obtain 
4Sl!S2,‘2 I2 
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= a”@, y) + a’/J’y -@/‘(a, y) - p’a’y - y’a’p + y’p’a 
-f /?“(y, a) + P’y’a - y”@, a) - y’/?‘a - a’p’y + a’y’p 
+ )~“(a, /I) + y/a’/? - a”(y, p) - a’]“/3 - /?‘y’a + /?‘a’)7 = 0. 
THEOREM 3. Define a k-module structure on G,/G,, , bql c .f= 
W’(c . @df)), where @: G,/G,, 1 + H, is the isomorphism of Proposition 1. 
D&e [,I: WG,+J x GA,,+,)-, (Gm+,J%+n+J by &?I =f -‘g-!Lk 
Then {Grt/G, I- lna, is a connected graded Lie algebra over k. 
ProoJ: This follows immediately from Proposition 1, Proposition 2, and 
Lemma 4. 
A BASIS FOR H, 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 2. Briefly, our plan is as follows. 
Because each H, = {f(,+ 1, IfE G,) is a finite-dimensional vector space over 
k, it is possible to write down an explicit basis. Using this basis we will show 
that we get the same vector space when G, is replaced by J, or by A,. This 
will lead naturally to a proof of Theorem 2. The reader is warned that, 
because of the explicit calculational nature of these results, their 
demonstrations are rather technical and some straightforward but lengthy 
computations have been omitted. 
For n>2, let v,={wc,,lvEJ,-,}. Then H,_,E V,. Let W,= 
(a E P, 1 Da = 0}, where Va = J’y= i Ba,/ax,. 
PROPOSITION 3. For n > 2, V,* E W,,. 
ProoJ Of course V,, z P,. For ly E Jnpl, D(y) = 1, so in particular, the 
homogeneous degree n - 1 part of the polynomial det(yl’) is zero. We see 
that this is just Vv(,,. Every entry of w’ - 1 has height >n - 1. The only 
term contributing to the determinant in degrees smaller than 2(n - 1) is the 
product of the entries on the main diagonal. In degree n - 1, this product 
contributes precisely VvCn,. 
Let T, = (a = (al,..., a,)\each a, is a non-negative integer and 
x’y=, a, = n}. For a E T,,, let xa denote the monomial x7’ . . . xt:. 
LEMMAS. Let n>2. A basis for W,, is Y,,= (xaeilaET,,,ai=O}U 
(bi(a>l a E T,-,, 1 < i < N), where b,(a) = - (a, + 1) x’+e*e, + 
(a, + 1) xateiei. 
ProoJ: This set is linearly independent. To see this, note that the 
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monomials jx’eil a E T,, , 1 < i < N} are independent in P, and that each of 
these monomials appears in exactly one element of Y,. Thus no non-trivial 
combination of the Y,, may be zero without also contradicting the indepen- 
dence of {x”ei} .
It is also an easy check that Y, G W,,, so it suffices to show that Y,, spans 
wn- 
Let a E W,,. For each i, write 
ai = x c, ixa + y d, pva++. 





r d,,i(ai + 1)~‘. 
aE T,I+I 
Since Vu = 0, we have C.yE i dQqi(ai + 1) = 0 for each a E T,- L. Solving for 
d,, L gives 








+ r v 
iZ aeT,_, 
(0, + l)-’ d,,ibi(a) E Span(Y,). 
We assert that a = ,8. First note that ai =/Ii for i > 1. As to the first com- 
ponents, 
n E T, 
a, = 0 
1 (a, + l)-’ d,.Jai t 1)x”+” 
i--2 aeTn -, 
= -x- c - a.,Xn + y 
n E T,, UET,,-I 
( - 6 (a, + 1)’ d,,i(ai + l)] x’+=‘~ 
z? I 
n,=o 
= r c,,~x~+ -T’ d,,xa+e’=al (by(6)). ii 3 
a E T, LIE T,-1 
a,=0 
Thus a = j3 E Span( Y,), 
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Recall that the subgroup A of G is defined by A = B n G,, where B is 
generated by w(x) =x + xze, and the linear automorphisms L,. A is closed 
under conjugation by elements of L,. To certain automorphisms we give 
specific names. For i #j, vJx) = x + xjei, i.e., vij adds the jth component to 
the ith. For i #j, tij switches coordinates i and j. 1, is scalar multiplication 
by c. Last, let lyij(x) =x + xjei for i #j. Since w = n~,~ E A and we may 
conjugate by any rij, any ntij E A. 
For f7 > 2, let U,, = {yen) 1 w E A,-, }. We have already observed that this 
is a subset of H,-, and hence a subset of If,,. 
PROPOSITION 4. W, = Vz = C;. 
ProoJ Since U, G V, s Wz, it is enough to show that W, z Uz. As in 
the proof of Lemma 6, (AC-, VAT@) = CI,V~~, -t 4(Z) for v, 4 E A and c E k*, 
so Uz is a vector space over k. It suffices to show that Uz contains the basis 
Yz. Yz may be divided into the live subsets (xfe,]m # i); {xixjeml i # 
j# m # i}; (bi(e,)]i > 1); (b,(eJi > 1); and {bf(ej)] 1 <j-f i > 1). We do a 
case by case consideration. For i fj, let ,uij = 1, ~1ifiVij ~~7 ’ v,; ’ ‘tlji Vi,i~ 1 ,2. 
pij E A and pii _= x - xiei + 2xixjej (mod Ri). 
Case 1. We have already seen that )v,~ E A. 
Case 2. (3L: ~9;; IV;; vij ’ wmi vii1 J(x) = x + x,xjem .
Case 3. ,uJx) = x + bi(e,) (mod Ri). 
Case 4. pr< ‘(x) = x + bi(ei) (mod Ri). 
Case 5. (A~P~<‘Pj~A,/,)(X) E x + bi(ej) (mod Ri). 
PROPOSITION 5. W,= Vn=Unfor n>2. 
ProoJ Since U, G V, S W,, it is enough to show that Wg, c U,I. We 
proceed by induction bn n. Assuming that W,, = U,, , we show that W,,, , g 
u n+1= {WoItl, w / E [A, A,-,] }. By Lemma 4 and Proposition 4, it suftices 
to show that any 6’ E W,, , is a sum of the expressions [a, p] = a’p - P’a for 
cxEW,andpEW,.Thesetoffinitesumsof[c-u.P]foruEWz,P~W,*,is 
a k-module because W, is. It is consequently enough to demonstrate that the 
basis elements Y,+l may be written in this form. Again we do a case-by-case 
consideration. 
The basis elements x’e, for a E T,, + , , a, = 0, are covered by one of the 
following: 
Case 1. i = 1. Pick j such that aj > 0. Then [bj(ej), x”-eie,] = 
(~2~ + 1) x’e,. 
Case 2. i > 1 and LI, > 0. Then [bi(e,),xope’ei] = (a, + I)xOe,. 
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Case 3. i > 1 and a, = 0. Pick j such that aj > 0. Then [bi(e,), xaeeiei] = 
.Pei. 
The basis elements hi(a), a E T,,, i > 1, are covered by one or more of the 
following: 
Case 4. a, = 0. Then [bi(e,), x’e,] = 2bi(a). 
Case 5. ai = 0. Then [bi(ei), xaei] = 2b,(a). 
Case 6. a, > 0 and a, # 2ai + 2. Then [bi(e,), bi(a - e,)] = 
(a, - 2a, - 2) b,(a). 
Case 7. a, > 0 and a, f 2a, + 2. Then [bi(ei), b,(a - ei)! = 
@-a,+ 2)b,(a). 
We are at last able to complete the proof of the main theorem. 
ProofofTheorem 2. J,,= R, no-‘(l) is closed and A,, L J,, so it is 
enough to show that J, E A,. 
Given i+~ E J, and M > m, we must find $ E A, with ht(v - $) > M. Use 
induction on M - m. If M - m = 1, this is the claim that wC, + ,) occurs 
among Mim+lbi $ E A,}, which is just what Proposition 5 tells us. Suppose 
the result is true when M - m =j and let M = vz +j + 1. Use the inductive 
assumption to choose BE A, with ht(v - 0) > M. By Lemma 1, 
ht(@-’ - id) > M, i.e. rk(@ ‘) > M - 1. I,&’ E JtIm , so by Proposition 5 
there is some o E A,-, c A, with oCM, = (ye-‘ji,, . Ht(@’ - a) > M and 
ht(v - 00) > M with 0~9 E A,n, as desired. 
CONCLUSION 
We have shown that any element of J is a limit of elements of G. In fact 
we have shown much more, namely, that J is the closure of a rather sparsely 
generated subgroup of G. 
The main theorem enables us to recast two major outstanding problems in 
ring theory into topological terms. The tame automorphism problem, i.e.: 
whether all automorphisms of S are tame, becomes the question of whether 
or not G is closed in Aut(S). The Jacobian determinant problem, i.e.. 
whether D(y) = c E k* implies I,Y E Am(S), becomes the question of whether 
or not limits of invertible endomorphisms are invertible. 
A few words are in order concerning the subgroup A of G,. Is A a proper 
subgroup of G, ? If not, we can hardly justify using A, in Theorem 2 instead 
of the conceptually simpler G,. When N = 2 we have a canonical way of 
writing any element of G, as a product of “shear” automorphisms and r.,?‘s 
[6], and this decomposition shows that A is indeed much smaller than G!. 
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For N = 2, A consists of all automorphisms of rank one such that f, and fi 
have (highest) degrees which are powers of two. However, no such decom- 
position is known for N > 2 and, at this writing, it is unknown whether 
A = G, for N > 2. Determining which automorphisms belong to A seems to 
be as hard as the tame automorphism problem itself. The case N = 2 
illustrates that it is possible for the closure of a group of automorphisms to 
be strictly larger than the group itself. It also shows that very little of the full 
“strength” of G is needed in order to approximate any element of J. 
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